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Martin two, depending on the availability utility grid when excess electricity
of the methane on the farm. is being produced on die farm and

The parallel, system also draws power from the grid during
automatically sends power into the tunes it may be needed.(Continued from Page 06)

shown with 15 KW generating unit which his squirrel cage-type motor, which helps to make
company has built for dairy operation in New it cost effective for agricultural operations.
York state. The generator, which can be
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"The generator is now no longer
the major factor in a methane
system,” Martin said.

"While other improvements will
likely come, the basic bugs are
now out of the generator and it is
cost effective for thefarmer.

“What is needed now is more
research and development by
colleges and universities on the
methane portion of the system to
guarantee a continuous supply of

The Leonard Martin Co., 330
Konderwhite Koad, manufacturers
primary and standby generating
systems, not only for farms, but for
mining operations, saw mills and
for export.

A number of units are being built
for the Middle Csst and being
shipped to countries such
Egypt. The Martin Co. builds units
upto I.OOOKW capacity.

gas.”


